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Preface

I did not set out to write a book about the U.S. Constitution. I set out to write about the obstacles that American political institutions have placed in the way of American businesses, workers, and other economic interests. But to write that book, I had to start by working out the institutional foundations of American government. I had to understand the design of the Constitution as thoroughly as I could. I knew the Constitution was a solution, but precisely what was it a solution to? What pressing policy problems were the founders trying to solve? How did they think the Constitution’s provisions would address these problems? What policy results did they expect the government to achieve? Whose interests did they expect policy makers to serve?

I expected to find answers in the many books written about the Constitution, but I was disappointed. None of these books had tried to provide a systematic political explanation for all the Constitution’s provisions. Instead, many authors seemed to be bogged down in a hopeless effort to determine the relative impact of abstract principles and personal interests on the Constitution’s design. Few books seriously examine the politics of provisions that now seem relatively unimportant, although the delegates to the Constitutional Convention considered many of them important enough to fight about at length. I was especially surprised to find that, with a couple of exceptions, social scientists in the field of American political development had largely ignored questions about the Constitution’s original design. This field is my intellectual home. Many scholars in the field dedicate themselves to understanding the way durable political institutions shape politics and policy. Yet virtually none had tried to
understand methodically the most basic and enduring choices about the design of America’s political institutions.

Meanwhile, the more I read about the Constitutional Convention, the more mysterious it seemed. James Madison, already an experienced and shrewd politician in his mid-thirties, had prepared more than anyone for the meeting in Philadelphia that began in late May 1787. He developed an ingenious agenda to steer its deliberations. I was surprised by the scope of the remarkably strong central government he planned and his determination to exclude the state governments from influencing national policy. Although Madison often is credited as the primary architect of the Constitution, the document finally signed on September 17, 1787, did not include those provisions he considered the most indispensable. This inconsistency helped me clarify my basic questions. Exactly what problems did Madison and other supporters of a new constitution face? Exactly why did they consider these to be problems that necessitated a new constitution? How did Madison think his initial agenda would answer these problems? How did other delegates react to his proposal, and why? What made them change so many fundamentals of his plan, and exactly how did the changes they made affect the final constitution?

Before I knew it, I was deeply invested in writing a book about the politics of the Constitution’s design. I began by arranging each one of the original Constitution’s provisions into three categories: agency (who governs), authority (what is governed), and the policy process (how is the nation governed). With this map in hand, I set out to understand the way the delegates worked through these issues by studying closely the accounts they left behind. I read the records of the Constitutional Convention over and over, at first chronologically, then by categories of decisions, then provision by provision, and then chronologically again. I puzzled through votes, speeches, legislative tactics, and rhetorical devices. I used insights from recent political research to understand better the political logic playing out in Philadelphia. I returned again and again to the problem of understanding the sequence of events. Small riddles began to take on more meaning. Why, for example, did Madison fight so hard for a national government power to veto state laws? Precisely what caused two of the New York delegates to walk away from the convention for good after July 10, instead of earlier, or later, or not at all? The solutions to such puzzles provided clues to the meeting’s bigger mysteries. Gradually, the convention’s politics grew clearer to me.

As I see it, politicians wrote the Constitution for politicians to use. The most active delegates knew their fellow politicians’ thinking intimately.
They sought to shape the future strategic calculations of the politicians who were going to populate and use the government they were building. The delegates’ central dilemma was to create a government that could produce beneficial policies while at the same time ensuring that its policies would not harm the nation, or their own constituents, or interests that they considered vital. They especially wanted a government whose policies would cultivate commerce and protect property. My interpretation emphasizes the framers’ political interests and long-term goals for economic policy, rather than their philosophical beliefs, their personal economic interests, or the short-term financial interests of the nation’s wealthy elite. Most of the politicians who shaped the Constitution had won elections and many evidently intended to win more. They had to make economic development acceptable to a reasonably large political constituency. These delegates had considerable confidence in their own public-spiritedness and in their own understanding about the kinds of long-term economic policies that could balance the turbulent political dynamics of postrevolutionary America.

Madison’s opponents influenced the Constitution’s design in more far-reaching ways than scholars recognize. The Constitution emerged from a battle between Madison’s vision for the nation’s political future and his opponents’ defense of much of the nation’s political present. Connecticut’s delegates in particular challenged Madison and his allies from start to finish. Madison met his political match in Connecticut’s wily and accomplished Roger Sherman, who opposed Madison more often and more effectively than any other delegate. While Madison and his allies were trying to maximize national authority to nurture the American economy as a whole, Sherman and his allies were fighting for a more restricted set of specific national powers that would better enable the states to manage their own economies and societies. Connecticut’s delegates and their allies gained major concessions and won more frequently as the convention wore on. The underlying battle between the Madison and Sherman positions shaped the Constitution’s most controversial provisions: the apportionment and power of the Senate, dual state and national sovereignty, and the selection and powers of the president. Step by step, the delegates narrowed down national authority and fortified those policy institutions they believed most responsive to their interests. The delegates produced a government that was much more complicated and difficult to use than any of them originally intended. They reached compromises that gave different institutions the power to impede national policy, and they forced these institutions to collaborate to get things done.
The framers placed obstacles in the way of political cooperation in the United States, and those obstacles profoundly affect American politics today. As the delegates left the convention, perhaps the most perceptive of them grasped that their Constitution made it easier for politicians to win elections than to use government to change the world. The Constitution gives American politicians remarkable power but at the same time makes it remarkably difficult to use that power. Those who want to use American government today must have a realistic understanding of the fundamental political dilemmas at the core of the Constitution. Putting American government to work on major problems requires much effort to construct and maintain large political coalitions. Building such coalitions is difficult, and the Constitution makes it even more difficult than it ordinarily would be. But it can be done, and it has been done. Many of my students and friends have a deep reservoir of idealism about the use of government. I sincerely hope that such idealists find my interpretation challenging and inspiring, rather than discouraging. By better understanding how Americans made their Constitution and expected it to work, I hope more will feel inspired to dedicate the substantial energy needed to put their government to work in the service of a better world.
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